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28 July 1968

I'm sure this woman is pleased a lot in a very nice house. I signed in - that was because I think girls feel while - a future boy's life was played.

It seemed, if I asked, whether everybody was ready for the written test, or being told that they should have that been the next day. But she asked me whether I had heard about news of the kids - he said we could definitely have a written test, too. The news was that people - who had been - asking for volunteer to come there - those people joined the line - and I promised to send the time (for future reinforcements). People who asked why?

In the midst of questions, I spent a time an IV day. To those who can only be still. I hope that.

The German article - should consider - why our new times - with painting of Hitler and his house. Than they never forgot to those who can't read it. Those who can't - they don't have to concentrate any more - the public about him down. Some people can't stand this type of attack - all they like was their public image.
1 Aug - T

[Handwritten text]

I worked on audit check records - on my list of those who have been attending - I note the info I have collected so far of their ages, level of schooling, disabilities, which may influence speed of reading & writing to the dates attended during the last 4 or 5 july. I have a column for their level of confidence.

[Handwritten text]

To Bruce Jackson, who repairs clocks & watches for members, gave back my clock which had stopped running a week or so itself on a shelf.

Went to church.

Lois and I met our adult class - another 10+ yrs in attendance. The day was very hot and there was all suited under the 6th grade tent - I conducted for another place - the music tent. The clock showed 2 times at 11 - we also needed more shielded space but I had to manage with the two we had. I wrote on the board statements summarizing the points in the question asked by J - then asked a question to bring our knowledge and reasoning ability. Lois answered questions & added the day and we finished all but six questions.

Lois, if the assistance of Mary Casanova moved to the place under room 4 where the rice is stored - the worker is seated, as they write - it is cool in this spot.

I finished recording all the info. Have to

C-3-A-1(3)
I had settled my files too, so that I didn't forget anything. I still had to do, to know where to find everything - a difficult part as I had all my writing materials in my case, the things I am using, etc., facets, this week. I kept my writing materials in a box for personal use clothes, such as my suitcase and under my mattress, as well as sheets and towels.

I was out for dinner - we ended at 6 or 7 o'clock. I was very late - it had been difficult to get there.

Dinner was at the familiar, to listen to the lecture. I met the promise of some of my class members. I had not finished dinner, and went back to the cottage for them while they served me a seat. I had left my backpack in my bag, so I brought them back - as the new week's work being played in the mind was, the previous week. I put the disk to see what I have had put on the board, signed in at the familiar - then listened to the postcast.

I came in late - he dictated the written exam. There were several classes, and I was the one who announced them. It was a good test, prepared by Dick Trumper and Ami. I think the questions were difficult, the 2 class members, sitting for me, prepared for their notes and class notes. Which other, had I learned them. But this - people who finished early were asked to help those who can't write.

The one takes assigned grades the tests,

(cas) C 3 A 1(4)
Aug 72

At the side of the penitentiary - not all helped. The one on the left - each of us had 250.

To tests - the light was four kind. They to give those in which the handwriting was poor or which were dimly written in favor to someone else.

Meanwhile the main work on life as of some tragic problems and disciplinary matters - the jury was used in some cases - once case involved the scaffold a real scaffold. The scaffold made by the morton were deployed - they did very fine.

I made some remarks on reincarnation with the day I did pay attention to - he was trying to discourage speculation concerning the reincarnation belief on the grounds that it in many make people think the universe is amoral in plan which will led us in a very wrong.

He said he had insights very useful like that it had fix the suicide of many generations - sometimes I felt that even the fix him he just had to go through the same

At the most times I did not concentrate.

Artists for was mentioned - most of the members ship suffers from it - it seems to be a different
Type of force. Then we had in the States - I said, as the disinfectants were being experimented with on the shaven floors - and research will be conducted on remedies, some of them obtained from abroad.

Although it was very late I thrived another motive. - Norman Jaffe's wife, having been gone for some time, had informed the Teheran Embassy about this. She had communicated if his wife (Sally) and child had gone no more - he had left reports to another woman - some of our people had talked to him while in Mexico - that he had been picked up at the airport in the Town he was flying on lines that did not bring him in to study. I the fact that he is a good man have some signs. In contrast to his activities, all men of the courier surveillance or detection by the Red Exterior police & MI6 or former

ordinary attacks on us - many members spoke by its characteristics - spoiled by his parents described as the only son, a victim of physical

labor pride in his appearance - which most of us had heard described to our enemies. I felt that the good had told us that the CIA had a plan to our membership but might come here. - No pos. relations of his sisters, for

including Viktor Moscow were discussed & various

members told of incidents involving his health when she was toldy operated in LA an

which told him she would be getting money under an assumed name & where she would come. She was to get in touch with him immediately.

(Cop) C-3-A-7 (6)
1 Aug - T-3

Assumed he was at the bus. She did not remember the name now. A few on the floor told of the episode when I gave it to him. Funds in Berlin, asked him to mail it from Caenacs where his was just left. His plans changed & the letter would have to be mailed from there. He had told me that it had been meticulous about giving him information. All ways he had been asked to deal. I asked people will be assigned to be W/9 & no one else is to have long conversation with him.

The story did not end until about 3:30

I was in bed at 4 pm
Aug-W

I slept until 10.

Evea was cleaning up the cottage & I washed in the sink, & put on some "green" outside. (Which had been left by someone.) In the front, Jonathan is preparing for guests.

I delayed going to sleep until 11:30 so as to avoid missing liquid refreshments. He had biscuits - we didn't need them.

I also did not hold my class because the 9th child were using the space for 12:00.

I did some of journal entries & almost finished my usual class records. The day seemed like New York.

In the shower

Ready for dinner - we had curried fish & rice.

I had a frustrating time in the pavilion doing the 9th class. There were some questions which were asked in the 10th month. I felt that I had to ask some questions from the 10th month. I expected some items from the 9th month, but I didn't get the bonus questions. Still, I didn't need to fill out any papers again. The end.
workers and be come too night

In the parking there were movies & entertainment

for the people coming in on the boat -

later and that Frances Johnson was one of them.

I went on my seeing for someone other than people who on the college all are. Donna, the

character of Donna & some of her friends

was coming in. Yogi & her friends who less a -

Dorothy called for at my shirt.

She was and quaint & Cherie & Estelle were

out. They both came home later - about 11. The

bike for graduation being one of the problem of getting the college staff, I was helped by Donna &

whom wanted to sleep by going to the library room

with the 10. Ginnie, the girl who was typing that to

11 & Laura 11

for typewriter elsewhere when requested. However,

thirty or forty wanted to play cards. It required

some argument if they turned on the lights.

Engel heard Estelle & they who came in

and 12 up.

This was the first day in a long time that we

did not have any paper fall.
3 Aug - Th

As I told you I took my sandals for repair -
besides planning with my family I didn't
really get back I had reason to often there may
another day -

I tried to get the notes on the news because
I had my comments this up by the third day
I'll have to finish this!

We have been trying to get a move.
Free for good typing this situation is always coming
up - I don't know when the other persons I corrected
spelling errors from the last test.

At 12 lunch - I saw Frances Johnson in
Presse - she had only an offer to find each other.

She had to finish class - posted the boys for a delay
lesson for all - as a class disc on our expected
map quiz - we also had some new people to whom
I had suggested my class - she told me she had
the results of the news test have been posted -
a huge one then he made "Excellent plus" -
I'm afraid that if I concluded the news system is
working - that scores were not posted but
I told me to make Excellent plus!

She told me this meant to coordinate our
actions - she wanted to give definitions of terms
used in the news - as we had had disc on
styles we need to take to make our maps & had
some reminders for certain jobs to be done,
which I accepted. I allowed three to include the
least screen where in the definition - we
didn't get to the policy - O Henry downpour
(Sen) C-3A-1 (10)
Caused further problems — people had to move about nearer the edge, the desk had to be collected to keep them from getting hurt. In an account of the new men, one noted that in all fairness, the definition of a man was from the man out. I stayed after school discussing ideas with some about conducting the class.

I went to pick up Joyce and the African map she made for me — she had not had time to finish maps of Europe and South America. She started to say whether the African map can be used as a model for our work — I had to bring to the cottage to prepare for long hours of work appearance — it went smoothly. I gave them the words, questions we and to be tested on seemingly. Then talked about the winds d anger spots of the world.

The my shower,
I spend a little more time on the spelling exercise of my adult class.

The Rev. Terence in the path & she made a proposal to me concerning a preparation of some items for the adults in simple way — this can be typed (by Vernelle) on a big type writer. Her idea was to have me select & keep translate the items — I thought this is good idea the feeling after we got. I told her it may be this thinking the word support approve — I had in mind the first thing the states down from the types as I do now. I had dinner.

Want to the pension & time to take down the mess from my mom and the first time I had heard lat — had after getting the C-3-A-9 (11)
3 Aug Th

I Dispised by getting my meals 
for the next summer from this school... she 
explained to Teresa later about the 
idea she had to help in the case. She had to help in the case 
several times - that being the case she had to help me. 
I tried hard to be at it until I left her notes - but I can't hope to 
write more facts. I suggested once or twice as a 
start.

So I made a few many came - we were 
to make arrangements for T & J after classes. 
Teresa told Delores it is urgent that the same 
there have to take the other classes all the time. 
Besides I want to be home to see my needs. 
worker - Delores allowed me to get 

Teresa and I got to talk to Delores again about the 
simplified newsletter after a few remarks in the 
11/3 Teresa and Dono explained Teresa prepared 
for having a simplified news summary for those 
who can't read well - she was quite vehement 
and the idea - she felt people will be the 
first ones to be read of the male. She had to do it. She that the simplified 
version of the male has to be - it was on the books 
which Teresa hadn't mentioned - either I think 
or it found to key males will be shown. 

Some pain she had taken greatly, she backed down - I wasn't sure then.

The work was done. Shortly after 8:30 a.m. 
they saw lovely too - the young people the 
people - the woman we called her of the 
the 

C-3.4-1(12)
June 17, 1920
The rest of the evening served.
I didn't realize that they had been here
from the Adj. and just to bed—some people
coming in the college were noisy. They
required consideration from the few attend
the room in the room. Evans - thanked
me to be back to bed. While I
11th came I did my best to go to sleep and to
the medical question. I did last succeeded but
my legs. They told them how inconsiderate to see
that they were - Aunt was there for me
she said do not do anything to help.

I was as disturbed myself at the
long time to go to sleep. It was awakened by
somebody at 3:30. Went to the toilet - My
Estelle were talking which cannot me another
unusual period

C-3141 (13)
Guy - 7

Betty

I gave list of types to be studied for test. They need to know opinions on corruption in city, from various police departments, at city hall, from various city officials. We had them in court in an attempt to get their list. He admitted crimes but not the aid I gave as his defense.

I started calling for witnesses for the part he might truthfully testify in the news report, editorial, which called for a type of corruption in Housing Authority, etc., with names. Finally, June 24, I had the interviews. While there, had phone call from another witness, who had been arrested. I didn't get much impressed there and I got more if you could give the story, didn't have any more, didn't have more.

Their name is Joe Duttin.

Our trip had been later care of people - close got to go in that - go in that, had your - you will replace them, you can't stay going - I think it's just fainting in the blood - some will get to go - if you still have face you don't feel like parting - they have some of their feet - his girl from third grade (knees) one had some long.

Now James packed in and, I got him some other.

Despite the police, a number which they went, didn't have to get feeling placated - their material either of very, not again. Faints in the medical, thirty-nine.

Contrivance of new items to be questioned on.

Phillip Mitchell

Tell woman say she wanted to get to the - I say, she didn't smile. 'Why?' - Daniel after saying she wanted

(c) C-3A-1 (of)
James Johnson after he went to go back to L.S. There she was standing still here - I assume her

circumstances under which she was first here - she stayed that here and away she was first here - her name was she of James was married

(U.S. fly out) if she stuck q block - he says for real - prison q go back to the she wanted to be in a

prison managed by Francis Lee - I hated to had the many

she was busy in selling $100 a the plan her fund raising - she found into tears & apologized I see

she takes the beat or pressure I defended me

and until $7 or a $1 I remind stuff to go to the

on this - he says & began to pressing any mob to people

jog a book - against for his employee of his p.o.

Tempered with me - I tend to pay until end

Butt from - he can't trust me - she says by James

Anselm - mother still it - Betty says the preparatory

to preach - I request if it woman have that woman

last is true to one for self alone it a woman; such

the highest in men & encourage the highest - if

you let them know you as a self object they will depend

you - James can't remember anything - And Betty Jean's

past - she doesn't cite it - either is dropped

Marlene Stoddard fades up people not to remember

(come) C-3-A-1 (13)
part of the child in the eye - let the formative
to her - put them - smile on them - let them get
a new image.

On P.S. - Robert Attebury thought of P.S. talking.

Roger - I thought her it was good when he was
definite - any of mind - I put two of them more
advantuous - put because it has he.

Right came skeleton - then 2 boys. P.S. thought
a man bigger one - they come to blow - for
put a PSW for striking - using skeleton (in our
studies floor) to be performed - they took to their
TTony from Edmund. Bitter - mine each
other - twice a PSW.

Aggie says: Shirley tells on collision greens -
and be played (enough),

If Henry Attebury - told people she wanted to go back
to the States - she's been here in 3 weeks - she says she
doesn't like anything she pays for many losses,
doesn't like the rain, that is the too hard.

Says she will be continued to a holly bed - she
plays she's sorry - I pay three letter attitudes.

Ann From - contact backs.

Thank you - for me.

But Christian - put me read - I emphasized the
importance of finding it lightly, "Paradise View,"
New armistice - everyone made up - this - we
are being made cuts.

From Fick: - nice fields - scary things successful
adolescents. Once a week, making men verse for

Designs done on scrapwork by Ring Brees -
paid to be there in town.

The new vehicles can be used for doing jobs.

(over) C-3-A-11(6)
in the region outside Jerusalem - there the thinks it is no longer cool. The trucks come - we need them here - we Perth, and save them for running stuff when you - obtainable later. Try not to wear them out - variables disclosed - getting handling contracts, what to drive them back. Frustrated but up.

The entry was dismissed.

1) o posters from outer office as potential
2) Who thinks nuclear war is inevitable, is very different over US policies
3) (I did not keep a record of the day's activities)

C-3-A-1 (17)
5 Aug - 5

Had Epist.
I checked the friends for the latest items as we were to be at the test which is to be given.  
I went to the warehouse to see whether I had everything I needed.  I checked the lists.  
Catherine brought some paper to get some for the pattern - she gets paper from prints from which I can copy it.  
I did my hand laundry & hung the clothes on the line for the cottage.  The weather was clear & hot.

Had some tea at the new summer day to prepare for the seniors who can't read very well.  
I told them I would try to get her some copy.

Had lunch.

Checked on news items again.

Joan had volunteered to teach medieval church session on the adult class & I observed the meeting of them on the second floor.  Corinna (formerly the main test) she had a good run.

Threw my shades.

Sent my report and adieu etc to turn in to Anne Jones.

Jennette brought me some good hits of which I will use on the next though I nearly (with 3-4-1(1))
fell asleep.

Woke up for my entry to class - had a class in the Journalism unit at 7:30. I went to the journalism building at 7:15, woke up. I gave her my notes. She got to the journalism to type. She projected a class for adults who can't come to the lunch-time sessions. I have no objection if she wants to teach them but I don't have enough programs and I don't know after that 6th of June. She is also dying.

Until reading the list of names for an hour or so.

Now it's dinner. We had chicken pie in salad, very good greens and fruit. We had at the matches were called to a meeting in the library. They conducted it. She's been asked to play questions for the test. She had a list of topics to ask our again on planning - most were essay questions requiring a complete answer. She then added another question to replace some who have quit. Join with Betsy C. one - it was decided that we not take some of the C's - teachers from the classes.

The C's had decided we should have made in our old socialist classes so we went to be tested.

Then we went and there was no testing until 9:30 - classes went to meet for discussion. In particular was not ready, but we have a test. Our old members were present — (cont.) C-3-A-1 (79)
5 Aug 52

For my exam came in - Mr Jackson was sent to teach another class & I conducted our own class - I asked the class for suggested topics - patriotic was very good & most people made comments - after I heard I had someone to observe that the classes were going but I didn't see him if he visited and - do you I wasn't that he was satisfied - first partie had been good - we shall find the summary to see how we did - 4000 words in the back where I don't see well & I remembered it well from here.

I went home to bed about 12:15

C-3-A-1(20)
6 Aug - See

We got up at breakfast time, had a half day.

I typed or my girl from 9 until 12.30

I talked to a man from 12 until 12.30

The 200th of the 20th of the 20th.

I wrote to a man from 12 until 12.30.

I made a statement of the day.

I took a rest from writing to write a report for the

I was told this concerning the importance of reading.

I think that I had read at that time - however,

I took a rest at the time, comments of

I did some for chores, the - - she had came

The people were in the college today, this
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I had an in...
for my trial - I go on in the house of Judge
for they called me "judge" actually for
some tinsman. I was just 3 but I feel the
yogurt sending the satsu two groupen.

All goes to the rest of the eve.

Joe is very unkind as are her paper
very nice in that cottage. The determin
liness faster, in my opin is her own
with the lack of subject shown when
she was ill - tin some of the resident.

I can't be sure why they are) leave dirt
dishes in the cottage, want everyone if the
least their belongings even (ed clothes at
others' names. The committee in the
remaining is annoying. This cliffie
getting the cottage quiet at 11th - I
may be more disturbed than I do might
brothers coming in to join - I heard I hear
them lately - Joe got to see up her
supreme position. I don't know when
I went to bed and 11 or

C-3-A-1 (II)
7 Aug - M

The very coldest, I called the well 5 filled with the missing info on each student; age, how much sailing, any other cords, which intrigue will learning - I thought to the class our plan to break it into 2 groups more or less even to able, that first the
beginners & those of being able to chart the
6th or 4th grade level to concentrate on large
skills - Less will take the more advanced
pieces or concentrate on the news - I emph-
ized that the final choice is up to the
individual - each is free to join the class which
he wants, may well do this the way good -
I told them of Carolyn Layton's request for more
for the New Town exhibition, that we would try
to finish the quilted maps in time - this
then could be done on the news.

Veronica Ch. asked me whether she could
borrow my 5.5, as hers is out of order -
in the end, after waiting 20s, has been an PSI -
his release and then obtained good to work on
the 20s in the 20s in Mary's cottage but there is
a more serious problem if 1 5 4.5 - still has
I had promised. Teresa to get some news
written up for our large type edition - she
picked up the 4.5, 4 bring it back
to me. This goes about 3 a.m.

The my phoner
Veronica did not come in the 3 o'clock
About 4 o'clock there was heavy rain and
I went to dinner in front of the store, sitting on Louis's
couch.
I went to Vermont College to get my t.w. — she put the book in a pile at the end of the room.

She took the book back — went to the office — added a pink towel, 1.00, 2.00, and 3.45. She added two 2.00 books.

I started in on summaries of the news — simplified as much as possible. Interrogated at rest. I expect a heavy period of more emotional reading and social relations suffering. I child was very sick in the last third. I don’t think she’s very much.

I used to lunch.

For a while, the class was a while. With the class and students. The more advanced, she occupied the space in the other part. We had with former. I moved my leg to the second part of the study. The type was running at the other end of the desk. I was sure to move against it which made the book fall over on it.

I looked through the desk. We were doing on the map, showing them the 1st and 2nd gifts — by Andy Carroll (who had us have a free one). The paper was that collected from the black area and the small map of the great gift, made by Joyce Land — Curtis Winters.
(Continued)

had volunteered to trace the map when she did, using the glass in the aquarium, she did a good job. I then helped the class members of the problems which had been requested on their former day by their lab instructor. I think this is the book on which it is helped the writer of the

Barley Viu will copy of our stuff - the case of you people, many were on drugs, dealing 3D drugs, selling them, some had been in jail. I did the case of the

saw the many of their lives in the ghetto was the predominant interest. Few of being megalomania, few from majors by relatives, fell housing and so on. I either corrected

The papers written by themselves or I wrote them what they told me. I tried on the shower once due to finish these - the boy was hard and was very tired.

Hair a shower

Cottle lila on the phone summary

Had dinner

Eddie Washington served me a meal in the pavilion for the rally.

(coast)
This was exactly as described—firstly, the doctor determined he was dying from it itself.
Mother says we're going to have a death come in.
Mr. G. in the P.S. spoke to me of a gentleman who was going to great lengths to make sure the operation was successful.
He passed on, I believe, the night after he was last seen.
He seems to have been a unique character.
I was always one of its mysteries. I want other kinds of people to be charmed by the body.
He signed a document which she had stored in the safe. The signature was quite extraordinary—she kept it as a memento of her life. She wanted to have a copy made, but now, with the signing, it is lost.
She kissed her son, Peter, before leaving for the funeral. He wrote about it in his diary, but the contents were never seen. He was always one of the most prominent figures in society.
With the good the recent decision of James Ruth will have been what he married to seem bed before.

Tidily he married on farm because of project in both the Longfellow Print - however after this town. He the cold well willing friend.

I came about Farm to come stayed 7 days, that many child had paint or passive 8 - I asked him not to feel judge. Today friend him for it then his teeth in the town. Can be cast form injures offer him to make up if time - I must hold the child if it's times for future. If there town.

I have to stay a Glencoe Trip to Cuba a man took with our beat them show - after clothes - I fell in water, I survived - I: What done stealing and another people know from 6, who's not.

I to go to tell the F.A.S. to each every thing will find that tell them in places for great dedication. I went more statement for people will errors in states. Two have also, even crime committed; or from tendencies - too many have been superficial charge of peculiar thing.

Ralph Johnson in some tell in every thing I say we don't need to get to end now. On PA system use with John's mid authority - swift commenting a, single, in winter, or fond - call "the" F.A.S. - what much great will also find covering questions. Write Mr. Carl H. on for as an intern to reporter. I and the said, suggested question of the Board's term on what discard move which to buy actual 550,1 levels.
smaller rate of doing the job. Here, this is not reliable info that will work in
the future for photograft. I had a bike practice called Dr. Ralph
Johnson and he had a tree info he
wanted to give to one of the
people who was guilty.
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Pigeons, chickens, small animals,
play a role in the school system. Come up with
ideas for a new system. I know pigeons and
trees are two things I mentioned.

When pigeons arrive at the school, they
are not birds, but are birds. They
eat the food that is given to them.

Each pigeon contains a small container which can infect
students. This is part of the school system. It is
not a disease that will cause a severe
problem. The food is mixed with sickness.

When the food is mixed with sickness, it
causes the pigeons to die. The students
then eat the food and become sick.
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are not birds. They are birds.
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Our college in flour. Because of Mrs. Tug's gift on
dirty dishes, etc. There was little change - as
only I had made complaint. Others were giving a
compliment to me. I went - in the college because
she was a member, I was not entitled to the
right of regular movies, as she did cancel,
for the first time, some were angry - others went
under our directions. They still were mem-
bers - they were told to go by 5:00.

Batiste shown when meeting on hall tomorrow.
Until she says she disposed of some supper,
she is not too light - she wasn't at very first.
Talk to work? She will - to her friend or
get help with the consideration. I remember Mrs.
their step was relationship of Mrs. Kitchen was
simply friendship and business. It was both sim-
ply admitted. It was only

Students in one of the lofts noted were on the floor
regarding their clothes. They were agitated.
the supervisor's very accused. I pretended all
guest. The bed was about 3 feet wide in the room.
It was about 2 1/2 inches - we were double beds. she
If she refused the members to copy as much as
her not to make of the elements of this he
then save the content. There. The leadership
an operation and would hope in a sense of the
and the head of the degree for the left the city as they
are under orders. The leave them - she was thrown
through. She admitted she was an emotional pain -
Kenny ask that an operation with different ques-

The not in our college which we have now got
and it was seen on bed. He was running all
and then had to leave - the students chased - hunted
left on to her soul. I wanted to go to sleep -
the first until got up a letter and Baptime cake.
copy again from 9 Aug W

note

The was to have a very late meal. Today: I slept until 9 or 10 and didn't get up until 10:30. However, I was awakened by a man who was discussing his wife's illness. He was right in my head. I thought it was the toilet and that it was not too long after my last disturbance. I had had only 2 1/2 hours of sleep.

I had slept about 11 or 11 1/2 hours in all. Go to the library and look up items on the boards.

Finished the draft of the simplified new one. Gave it to Venette who was in the library

Trapp asked whether he cd borrow my T.V. - I said yes. Johnson is using his. I think John is typing a book which is to be given to another. To the End of View when comes - his plans are to write a book about Jamestown and numerous people are gathering together for him. I talked to Don Jackson and they took pictures the other day. I'd want to use my T.V. while his was in use. I will use afternoon's right. He set he will not. My T.V. by morning so that I can use it. I reluctantly agreed.

For my adult class, I had the beginning readers, the others go to third or fourth grade. Done

with the more advanced readers. Those just got through in time. I had to the beginning paper (con)
had a shower
 listened to music in the afternoon and dinned
 after pencil class was held for those
 who failed the test — I didn't have the teach
 leave his room to a new cottage 10, 10
 the same as mine — she & Phyllis will be in the
 7th — I can't use her bed in order to have
 that guest.
 While cleaning out both her beds, they discovered
 a dead rat in the corner — the woman found
 acted historically — I tell them I will dispose of the
 rat — I take him (or her) by the tail & put him
 and complete dead, had put them perfect & was
 tricky again that night — I got a pint of water &
 drowned him, then threw him down the toilet
in the room he had prepared it. The 75 of the people sat and sat until another year
lived—
113 inch squares in the small 36 inch meal.

Had dinner

I went over to my old college— in cleaning out
someone had put my clothes in the fridge which
made me nervous that they were forgotten or
it didn’t like rain—I saw an old geezer but
he didn’t want to go—finally he allowed me to
take a cart of the 75 men but he
picked it up & tied it by himself I had another
man to help me if the other 6 they we moved it
down the girl had men they had asked for
help in moving the ice 999 & 999 & 999 & 999 & 999
any of the 75 men, had not been moved
out of 10 which upset Edith.

Later I went to the cellar in the day I heard that
a man of 65 had been found dead in the press, young
under table mattress— the men had been
frantic & went to the Christian Union to take
the ice of the pot— the first got there in time &
the house got away— in the cell. When some
was back a baby red (in a mane) was trying to
run into the house— some was sitting in
the doorway, shrieked & jumped a 4 cat &
shivered, while had just been sitting in the pot,
man was going out to the field & Grammar
the pot, held him in his mouth
when he was in the bed I got to occupy & had not
come in time to move from the pot or the man's
in the bed— slept there 7 AM to bed about 11 PM didn't sleep
11 Aug F

I slept only until 5. I there was much more
in the garden.

I went to bed - stayed at the very hotel and attended
some more from such figures.

I asked him to the day on the paper grid
- tried to in good proportions. In order to know
my files - I placed his and on the grid, four
until later understanding the parameters - red
and 3, squares of six the 1/4 square on
the small ship - try to get the four such figures
by hand.

Eric T found

I fixed our classes - fixed the first few

at ten - I had the beginner not, the toughest

news - I showed the class the copy of the Demon

and we fixed it to the leads.

After my shower, I fixed my

belongings.

I started a little by dinner - was very tired

and went to dinner.

I listened to the news for a short time in

The Jamaican.

The one who was unemployed was called for 6 a.m.

only a few people came - the men. Business was

the chosen files to teach the office cleaner.

During the next day, they - and there was

not taught. I got this who I that it only for

volunteers.

The second class was in the Jamaican -

too much. The film "The Bombing of Dresden" was

the first day at Allen's Park -

'mustard' it.

I taught one of the other two classes,

(cerus 2-3-4-133)
Pauline Simon: The response was very good. We were dismissed at 11 and went home to bed.
12 Aug. 5

The trip

Did some laundry, hung Edith's blanket,

By lunch, had it removed if it's on Barbara's desk - we are not sure what it is; she is still not satisfied, whether the admin is concerned that we divide the actual classes so that she has an equal share, or as an act of support to Barb that she come to get any of her and we also do the motherly.

Also lunch - got some supplies from her.

June 12th to 16th in the pavilion, on the grid for the map, putting 3-inch squares on paper packs - some of the adult students helped by Barbara X. - when we were almost halfway through, but then came by & we questioned that about our method - All said we were doing it as it was planned.

Prepared my little note & asked if you would like to join in the pavilion to make it work - Barb didn't come - we had not that much food & made it a bit more

Dined in the pavilion & listened to the music - be -
came very emotional & missed some of it.

C-3-A-1 (31)
12 August 5

...
As for the visitors, they were some of the most interesting people we had seen. They were all dressed in funny, colorful outfits, and they brought along some strange devices that they claimed were for communication purposes. We were a bit skeptical, but they seemed quite friendly.

We also had a visit from a local school. The students were dressed in their usual uniforms, and they had brought along some interesting projects. They were very interested in our work and asked many questions. We were impressed by their enthusiasm and willingness to learn.

On another occasion, a group of people arrived with some unusual instruments. They claimed to be from another planet and had come to study our planet. We were a bit skeptical again, but they were very polite and respectful.

Overall, it was a very interesting day. We learned a lot from these visitors, and we hope they found our work as fascinating as we did.
Dear Girl. How are we here again, since I don't know.
I can't straighten up my longings.
I am at the frontier from 1:00 to 2:00. I finished the game of golf. It was really nice, but some kind of a bad thing I threw the ball.

Answer: I answered my letter.

I take off my shoes - the other residents of the college were interested in it.

The girl came into the office, but I didn't notice her.

I take the letter of the college that lies on the table.

The best of all the tennis courts is not under my bed, consequently.

I have a friend but under Mary Anne's life -

Another of their things is in the end of Betty's room.

I have a friend, but they don't intend to move them until forced - all this,

They still play badminton too.

I had dinner at 5:00. The lines were formed just because of the next guest, and they only left until they arrived. They carried two early chairs.

Olly Smith had told me she had few given
by the family a game of my points - I stopped if the

I have a friend - the letter that has

the girl, the flower - Olly is the flower girl

Play for the two, but the others by C-34.1 (40)
One of the men who has been coming to my class seemed to be showing some interest in me which was just as well for now. I decided I would ask him to come over for dinner and tell him about my college and that we could come into town. When I saw him, I mentioned telling him about it and he seemed - made the suggestion I usually did not go up to the entertainment area. - I intended to make some otherarrangement in the evening but he didn't come.

Other residents of the college were home - I asked if my evening was planned. I went to the public library to see whether "The Scarlet Letter" was being shown there. I decided an evening at home might be pleasant - musical activities in the hostel instead.

Danced until 10 or when those in the college went to bed.
Dec. 2 915

Mr. H. the morning I first met Mr. Thomas, had no idea of it, I feel that he is a good artist so that I might persuade him to come to see today and help draw the queen on the paper that she is looking and plants by which people are decoring the cottage areas as he can not seem to help it.

But the news in Terrace the injury for my
equeness for the next day - the day after the 4th has
been changed to 7th from 8th - read the 1st I forgot
made notes for good entries
that lunch
in the usual class I tried to get Curtis
started drawing the map on the desk, &c.

Im not sure if the students I discovered some mistakes I shall have to do or keep some of it myself

Ith my sketch

The queen some child were out of the space
in the side garden 240 or I drew most of
the outline of the map

I chat to the most people on the news &

End to end 25

intended to end while in the map but I heard
that the Scully view written by Mr. Green
was to be shown in the public 375, all are

(Chelsea) 2-3-4-1 (42)
"Right and left" on the Nazi concentration camp had in The "Prison of Love" ... I had seen it before. And I did not understand it very well ... essay on Benn's commentary. I still am not clear as to some details. The showing was on 16th of June.
15 Aug

Had bath.

Worked on the map on my bed. There are some areas on the west coast from Point Arena to the Canaries where I am not sure of the outlines. It ran into some trouble as the areas had not been exactly measured because of the overlapping of the pages. While I had typed too besides the inaccuracy of my drawing.

Off the regular people in the cottage. Eisenhower is not in his usual mood today. I am sure to get the point today. Edith thinks she is ill. She has been in her room all day. She was not well enough to get to her desk today. Bath didn't help her, she ate she least piece it.

The girls who must to do. Edith still have their away in our cottage. Edith is complaining.

Red hunt.

Let's see current events to the odds class as we expected to test this. I could use in the map.

Fed both my children.

She has good girl entries.

I will when the children were out of school. I got it this in the map in the end.

I had dinner at 5:30. Went home to get my fellow. Edgar Washington served me a piece of 63 A 1 (94).
The full text of the document is not clearly legible due to the handwriting style and quality of the image. It appears to be a handwritten note or letter, possibly discussing a technical or legal matter, given the formal language and structured format. The text is too blurred to transcribe accurately.
16 Aug W
I saw you last Sunday. I had the news which was on the foreign
headlines of May 9th.
I was again in the cottage on my bed
trying to finish the outline of the Digest
volume.

It's my opinion it began to rain
while I was in the cottage. I'd been
the rain, a light rain. I had that the
rainy season was finally over, as we have
had few days of rain.

I couldn't eat the meat with dinner in the
parlor. My stomach was terrible. The child was
not eating the bread. I decided to be the
parlor. The Canaries' village to be
finished later. As I was tired and jumbled
I sorted out the songs that have been built
in - we need some fresh pieces.

Eddie Washington brought my bag and held
a card for me in the parlor. While I went
to dinner - we had rice with butter, Then fried
in better & greens.

I saw the film "For Whom the Bell Tolls" with
Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman which had
some scenes in the book. I watched
and some of the more revolutionary parts had
been cut out, but it is still an excellent
(12) 1-A-F-D-C and C-3-A-I (50)
move is good lesson in it for political activists to admire it – the emphasis on the live relationship seemed unnecessary.

The first was over about 10.30. I went home to bed.

There was heavy rain during the night. I was disturbed twice by the noise from the children who are in the PSW college across the way – class heard in the PSW college above me – the latter have moved their cases up.
19 Aug. 76

I had called the large type news editor, shown him the items, and left them up.

I asked him if there was a type writer of importance & interest to...
18 Aug - F

Fred does

Worked on the second installment of the large
type news. In fact, it's the two above. To
work, but it looks much better yet, keys were
set in the earlier condition. I think that we
used. From the center of the machine. I felt
finesse. He asked her about it. She was, to
say the truth, I told me some one else had
used it last night.

Here's the final

 Held the class. I conducted a short recital
for the beginners; then we discussed the ques-
tions of the text. The main subject was the
comic strip. Jimmy's, It's King, others inclu-
d. also "The Parables View" giving a picture
which is followed in all and scenes.

The chapter

Defined a second page of the "D. type news

That dinner

Lester to news in the journal.
The rec. classes met in certain tips, we
had dinner. I spent time on the details of
The Rosentia case. I took little notes. In the
answer to questions that teachers might
ask. We did so. I conducted the class
alone. Or Jackson the same as first
writing up note for the bad. - Peterson: was

A C (over) C 3 A/1 (5)
He invited the family to see a film on "The Borstal Boy". We had been trying to get a ticket from KAED for a presentation of the film, but it was sold out. We went home and watched it instead. It was about 1:30.

The former residents of Cottage 10 have finally moved their trunks out of the house. Edit had asked to keep Touchette's car until 11, but it was returned about 1:30. I woke briefly, otherwise slept soundly.
19 August — 5

Barrie, Edith, Ernest, Ted, Frank and the other residents of the cottage are: Mary Jane, a young woman named Edith, an elderly woman, some grandchildren, and a few other guests. The Edith has had an operation. The other women, mothers of 8 by the Bills, with whom she was living in the summer. Barbara Smith, previously Edith's daughter, Edith Parkes, who is in the Red Cross, and another named woman from Ghana who helped to pray, are also there.

The valley nestled in Belle Brenda (grandmother) and the man, William Taylor. Joseph, another guest, moulded the model. In this room, there is a small writing desk and a view of the garden. In the left and Martha's house, there is the PS1 for a piece of bread. Clarice Land,_electra's, Leanne Johnston, who is in PS1 for Rhoda, is supervising the work.

Edith C. does most of the work in the cottage, doing the sewing and other chores. The men, including Barrie, do a good job. There is very good baking.

And we have had some departure. Barrie is not well. His complaint is due to lack of cleanliness — the huts are clayed and he has been sick for nearly 6 days. On this day, he left but on the 6th day, he returned, feeling too tired. Mary Collier told me the day he arrived that she was feeling for me and she was walking for me of my losses to judge it up when Barrie noticed.

(cons C-3-A-1(56)
By that I had some more paper fing - but mostly my papers in the back under the beds and stuff & the materials were in 2 piles by the side of the shelf above our bed. I keep my top coat only for items coming into the house, & I just keep it in the closet I find it useful. To me, the clean sheets stand - in my present I will need more of my clothes which are under the mattress more. I have some of my saving materials - pieces of material getting up my feet - that have bristles. For the material I have here, I keep it in that same box, and as such things, rename place materials of things I looked some items I didn't need to send to the laundry.

Went to lunch.

The subject until 2. I was on the poster of the map which I don't have right yet - make some from the didn't finish.

The my places & it found again.

Judge my right for these lines - write those who expected that they in least from often see them - this was on this is a regular to be how many persons who I thought included the classes because of life or education or state - I did not feel competent to make such a decision - writing I had some more titles then big with my two, I did not get it adjusted & it allowed me down.

Next to the long life love - juries come -

I've had this job - he promised to length and were other didn't have time to mind his. I got to the college report 15 min. by dinner.

C 3 A 1 67
19 Aug - 3 -

The time called to the Bible about 6:30 A.M. 
and试题s Bibles, etc., with Washington.

Gave all the same around 7:30.

I started questioning on music - in a sense 
to see what details about her. Dennis of Armed 
Services Co., my assistant, left this morning late 
by daybreak. Thus, leave, labor, and hard work.

If I were absent on these reporters, why a times 
I do not, because he thinks of other things - such as 
other, all women up her boots, just as she has that 
knowledge and I start to try his justification orders 
myself of PLO in Berlin. Just some of 
them is to kill everyone of us. The attack may be 
through SHABAB to Annex. Being armed nuclear

I can forgive to you people, fine, all my women, 
who will not pay me. About the Annex, these 
when you will be discussed. I got on 
just a few days ago.

I decided to conducting and questioning - 
open and this arrive.

Questions in connection of questions - he surveys 
plans for fun and entertainments & persons assigned -
des people & projects stories & methods - some 
period of time to be good as PLO decided for.

We were dismissed at about 10:30 - I got to bed 
about 1:00.

(over) C-3-A-1(58)
20 Aug-Sun

I was up at 7 o'clock

had eggs, toast, jam, and coffee

At 12 I had on the African map in the juvenile - I completed the outline for all countries, then there are some loose ends to be tied up - I still have a problem in

the science where France and Turkey join - I plan to do the outlines of all the countries

in class in which the students can then do other maps, can join the outlines of the separate countries on a sheet, thus learning the position of some of them -

Also I will be able then to continue

where the map is insufficient, accurate at the same time, we then get a complete

list of each country

had a shower, shampooed my hair very

dry, continuously changing

the dinner at 5 o'clock - we had rice and York

shrimp, fried eggplant in a tomato

dressing.

Tosh was giving Eddy a table - she had a

cold - she turned him over to him.

The guest was expected for entertainment -

must have been prepared for him in the

fashion - I intended to get up about 8.

(2)
people were gathering but I didn't hear any music or anything he had not asked yet — then heard for the bidding — he was amused because people were waiting in the library instead of being in the hall studying the news - I watched several above ground I went up to the roof - as much of the news filed over the heads of the crowd. — Tramp & Jack Bean were explaining the syllables of some of the news — at the guess I did not get around. I went home & went to bed but I didn't sleep.

Then received orders to come to the railroad — fixed up — expected to find it difficult to get a seat but I had orders ordered by early to go up & give their seats to persons from the west to put in front. All day occupying it or out of the sun by the other children of the family. — living room was packed up those designated to rest where — a musical party was given. From we were dismissed at 20. — a heavy rain fell.
The custom was that everyone should get up to go to their college and spend the day there —

they didn’t come in during the day, doors wouldn’t be closed at all times — the doors

had to be locked from the inside all day.

Today and once back to go to them — more

visitors were expected. I surmised that

this procedure was to prevent any of the

people coming in, any of whom might be

a friend of one whom I might be

afraid of. I had often complained

publicly. The number of friends at a

private place.

He did not live until about 8 or 9 o’clock at

night. I had observed — I was back

the next night and found the door locked already

and I went in. I went to the barber’s where

they put in large glass doors. We had our halls

staffed by bellboys or other servants —

child. Some of the時間 all day — I often

came very early in the morning to be alone.

I had to make most of the day as I had

it for beauty.

It was rain all day sometimes there was a

downpour, sometimes it was dry.

None were left at the central gathering as

the guests were to be taken at a高素质

thought of in the case, — we were not to see our

face to the bottom — we were also

told not to go past the men wearing white.

The gown but not the shoes, the men did not

wear. The men, as if by the signal by the dignity of


(20) 1-3-5-7 Year C-3-A-1 (62)
The man was very much - I must have once to the castle court I talked to the
at the gate of - some of the guest, under umbrellas with the parted to
the castle wall - the rest of the others were
by a horse rider rode in - they had
10 of the horse bringing in the guests came over
or they arrived about 10
walked the rest of - I was bed and rather to
Talk with strangers.

The hand of info. at the time dinner was be
served - several eaten were told about
for they did not drink a red - I went to eat
drunk 3 - we had chicken & dumplings
le and it to the red plant until the guests
left for dinner (left in the late of)

We got to the college - a young man
climbed through a window to unlock our
door
in the college area

The lights were only - I do not know whether
The person was quiet a table on was one
after again fell to prevent seconds or
from being anybody - but a

I don't believe the dining room
heard that only will be served the food
in the line - we were three at the foot
was [no legible] only - I told the girl
woman servant - she a girl worked in
the kitchen and that I was going bed was
(Cand) 2-36-4-1 (65)
21 Aug. M 2

told unsympathetically to get at 10 o'clock in the pavilion - I had an article in the back & watched - I was sitting watching it unfold.

I did not know the time but when the film was over I went to the dining pavilion - and it was 10 1/2 - they told there was no good left - I had no idea her friends had gone. I eat dinner at 10 30.

Not a bit of it! I read my news talk. Not my talk today!
was in a good mood for me between Eddie, Washington, and myself. I asked Mrs. Hale if I could go to play - she said, "no, take it and direct that the snow be on the roof in which she was do-

I'm afraid it's the end of his talk to write it down, but some questions of yours will be included in a, I guess, to some extent - the word is, of course, will be, and may. My guess, was that he was too optimistic, too sudden, in accepting that an invasion of the enemy, through it will be permitted to, to the first city, especially - I think that he under-

I don't know how to make that statement, but I will. I don't know what to say what will get to assume their profits, and what to say. I don't really know, but I have to say that we are not religious and that he wanted to have some conver-

I don't know about it - it was only about 15 or 16 - I felt that I was going to the end of the track, I didn't like to have him. I know to my class - the class, as we have come in, and that the time I was thinking of was the moment when I was able to feel comfortable that he was thinking of me, but he was reflecting on his own life.

The light was on when we got home. I wasn't very sleepy then. Wasn't much more outside - the light was on to the bottom once - finally went to sleep.

TV. Mentioning the old movie which is showing, I got he was concerned that the guy couldn't take it - (wax) checking on it.
founded with - 1: Allah and under the kings to 1813
promoters - Austin Analyse - set of letters, a tine up
most - check with another - big one - give me
they'd be fed to the press - force him into the
hotel.

What have you in your own money - hope for one
of truth - so don't they will receive a Treat - They
have clear class consciousness - there is known in
the land - but not a few place in the book - 20-30
people identify with the ruling class - attempt to whittle
these numbers - 80% of law firms for and with
agencies away for their old purposes.

Guest: (by own life in design) - Saint guest, their
day's session is to lead option - it's difficult without
the occasion, need to more than anything - defeated
- time, from a madhouse - small - a few people
had their ice - G: "Why were peaceful common
open a threat?" - Johnston said: "Well, why
J. pepper again, after what we have one among -
mindless quality - not as option as to go - I met
the man of many years
For sound of getting stuck in crown - he led
the campaign, the right thing - defending, having
no more: so my point - you just lead to
succeed to continue in getting more - again, not
only for - hard to have something to miss another.
He has eliminated race or society nearly whole:
headache keeps us eyes open for it - you
6th floor, 1st. are where he lent - can explain
all God's will - another write, "Astronomer".
Now, in some ways I can do this and pleased us
in this little paradise we might have with the
fight.

C. 34 1 (08)
23 Aug. W

Had dinner.

Parked on the Queen map on the floor of the college - I did not separate Kings - next.

Had lunch.

1/16 of the countries owing fortunes of the map - are not completed yet - I do not have all the countries so made a list of problem areas.

The members of the class and Tag - we went to the sheds on the map 2 tag - painted one of the red - and patterns of each person we started to write the size of the map - I called on the names of the class - and the person for the pattern on the board - the guy got a good deal of fun out of the grand 1 - it was a good looking person - they were quite impressed with the size of Greece. - The lady walks with the name of the city on the board - name again.

The map shows.

Third again at the map is yet trying to complete the areas left unfinished.

Had dinner.

In the area - there was a fashion show of a skit of the girls - the group of shirts - a table was set up with the dinner set to the top - the people assigned to the girls are seated in the table - the guy in the center - the table was divided in half - games made by

Cas

(23 A 31 (90)
our acquaintance. The stage in front of the title were various products made by our people in Jena - a cradle, chairs, toys, for instance... Lord Trench & his companions entered & drew to camera & asked me to come over & made friends. I did so. I also suggested it to the baby as well & she called them to see the game or flayed both the figures of the audience. But she had opportunity not go by neither enough to visit up state - there was very intricate in our journey. Teaching from the pedestal & was talked when I'd think how much it meant to the self-proclaimed person who had reached and advanced eye to been to read. The play amounted of episodes about poor people inside the world. - Henry Johnson directed it.

11. Clothes made in Jena were modeled by all eye, from stools to pure, noble ... vehicles, made by the weavers of the town. All pure, dyed, & well made - clothing manufacture differed to be one of our most profitable enterprises. Many were dress, all were dressy. I was just looking that often they were pressed in conversation mind of the time. The same charm had

C-3-AI (II)

top the plant. It had to go elsewhere to the point further to write with. Under the domain of Lord Trench to the D.A. at L.A. given a copy of the whole story, which is a fact the power of about & friends. The climb at 11:30 lights out, slept in privacy.
24 Aug 71

Henry came back in the lead, and I continued to follow. I kept thinking that the old picture was still hanging in the living room. I could see it hanging there. I walked in and I could see it. I could see the old picture. I decided to take it.

Dolly moved suddenly. She told Edith someone had stolen her. She told Edith that there were too many houses. She told Edith she was Edith's only daughter.

Edith was given custody of her from which she was to make available to see other children. It disappeared in days ago.

She had gone to the neighborhood and had not located it. She told the area's child in the search for missing the finder her brother's trust. Today I of the live child.

It was at College 12. While turned out to be that of Dolly's brother — both Edith and Edith's children. They had gone to the college. Edith recognized her from Dolly's. She had two children. Edith did not filter through them.
25 Aug

Took the floor in the cottage & woke on the 12th, mp. I read some at
in Boston book of what I saw

bed and

had left the oldest class—Lois & a

in the area—those of us waking on

the deep were the end of the apartments

and four stories on 2 tables behind together—

the central office type

—I tried to go make breakfast in the

home of the end of the period & finish

had a shower

she on first floor

lay down from 12 & dozed a little—

there was a rain storm the first

from the dinner

went to the floor to listen to the

newspaper and the type came in 3

Boston with the usual sad &

(C.)
There's I went to bed for Ross this week and found myself at the same table. Then I took a look around and found that the others were also present. We all agreed that the meeting was successful.

Clive, Eliza, and Ben shared their thoughts about the meeting. Eliza suggested that we should focus on the main points of discussion and leave the rest for later. Clive agreed, and Ben added that we should take notes during the meeting.

The meeting was a success, and we all agreed to continue with the same plans. Clive suggested that we should meet again next week.

After the meeting, I went home and found that the baby was sleeping soundly. I decided to take a short nap before heading to bed.
April 7 - 1953

I remembered that after the service, the turned off the television, but I ignored the signal. The service finished, and the church became quiet. I saw that the people had been dispersed, and some of them were talking quietly in the aisles. I decided to stay and talk to some of them. They asked me about my work, and I explained that I was a lawyer. We talked about the work I did, and they were interested. They asked me questions about the law, and I answered them as best I could.

I decided to stay and talk to some of them. They asked me about my work, and I explained that I was a lawyer. We talked about the work I did, and they were interested. They asked me questions about the law, and I answered them as best I could.
The 128 rule & a notice for it

David Goodwin

Mr. Allen & Bening had to kiss each other 20 times

Prussian

Mr. Allen Turner --往外 the wings were seen in full, which caused others to stand -- then they

Allen interrogated with Shirley's Superbism --

this part of the place started singing, was told to

him back to himself -- Time turned. Dr. Peaborn

says the present condition gave rise which brought

others at once that the girls of workers. The fact

Allen insisted on having him the case. Jones

proceeded & paid it to ourselves

I gave us 9th time as rising him well

it felt dry or sick & last the whole day on T

At Paul Robertson records were played as we

left the pavilion

The next time about 2.15 I was in

C-3-4-1 (78)
20 August - 5
9-10 am, I was here expecting for
messy and fair day. I got up early (around 5 am)
and a little on girl ended - stayed in
bedjamin's room, checked the news items on the
board by eating breakfast at about 10 am - we had
breakfast.

This lunch isn't taking any clothes this week.
The winter here is forecasted. They can't buy
clothes at all. I think there were talks of the
else, from a washing machines so - how can be
obtained from the laundry, to wash our clothes.
I did a good-sized washing again this morning.

I intended to go out, didn't accomplish much.

Then it was about time to go and live here.

I arrived about the same time as our first friend
Parker. She was concerned about Barbara's
things - we told her that we had not seen
her fielding class much lately. So that her
future of future studies may have contributed to her
outlook. She arrived that same morning then
the students and put up our classes - decided
the project, etc. Also the lunch room for those
who don't come during their lunch hour. She feels a
friend's
done
Attendance must be maintained - I attended 3 full classes on Wed. night at 6:30 pm
(Patty Cartwell, for better). However, I was
newly engaged & saw her respond
I had taken some my nap-making materials
upstairs to work on the history exam that was
scheduled for the next day. However, I did not
have time to do it, as it was already time for dinner.

All I did was have my dinner and go to the toilet,
brush my teeth, put on my nap-making
materials. Going to work back to the problem
where Eddie and Bertold were holding my

The music was played fortissimo & 3/4th notes.
The classes were held in the physics lab.
Bob Chess opened the meeting, telling us to get
our papers and prepare for the written test - as
the paper supply was almost exhausted in
Jerseytown. People complained that at nothing
we could do - anybody who had gotten a
g]+

I had written down a few notes for the final test.
I came in the classroom and had not heard
the news - a couple of us had met up for the
same purpose. Without further ado...

I deleted the test questions - there were ten
of questions about to be given. Some people
from agencies had suggested that we

They had a CIA guy arriving here, 50 copies
of their people. It is important that we all

\( \text{C-3-A-1(80)} \)
26 Aug. S-2

Two areas: the upper kind of question in the second part of the information which can be used to test the incoming test questions used in this year's test.

There was a series of items on these subjects while we were still in the same class as well as for all of us. Read them, discuss them with others. As many people have not tried to take part in some of them, I think through the test again. I think as much as you. It may be just a matter of time. There followed a new section. If we lose it we don't have to take the next test.

After finishing our tests, we were sent to help the cast and most recently - we moved to the rear part as a move let to be shown in the theater part. I helped Joe Clark & Nettie Hardy - they gave this well on the front part.

I can't find any mean cause when need to be with them. Back to the second part if it does't help, until the end of this picture. To try to find it - the play was "The Pirates of Penzance". It seemed very well. In considering the horror of its time, its executional fine and stylish makeup it was very high. The lights were from front to back by hand. It was difficult. We went to the bathroom - somebody told me for you an event.

C-3-A-1(81)
27 Aug. 56

Today was declared to be a work day. I went to the office for a full day of work. I was unsure of what I had to do. There were guests on 18, for whom papers have to be made. They are visiting from another city.

On my return, I went to the office to file the documents.

Checking some cards with Assistant, I found on them the explanation that the file should be made.

On my return, I went to lunch.

WELL: I set my bags together and packed. I planned to leave the southern city of America. I was fairly well dressed, but I knew that they wouldn't fit into the cabin, which was tight. It was very hot, so some of the women in the cabin helped me put on a shirt. Some more countries to travel were ready.

Packing, I became frightened of being on my own. Thus, decided not others were still there.

On my return, I had some arguments with Assistant, who was there. We discussed the trip and the facts. I felt sad, but they agreed on how others were feeling. We went to the office to get everything right.

To have dinner, I joined the other staff in the cafe where dinner was being served.
The time about 7 o'clock was my start. I can hear or see Curtis Hunters come by—he looked at his clock before to do a dance in the home—left there from my home to find his fence—they went in the usual place—I penciled every time I did think of or heard to conclude it, and by that time I was quite worn, because someone may have picked them up. I went up to the Tiki Tinged, whether they had been turned in, but they hadn’t been. Curtis, who wanted for none was very gracious about the pet—he put his hands to those things—he tried not to be too much affected by disagreeable circumstances. The next day I was all well as many. Curtis came from God’s home—he said he never remembered having parents, who cared for him. He recalled events in the Old Tiki days & singing some of the old songs—he said Jim was called “Brother Jones” by the members that.

I was concerned about the other items in the top floor, and evidently not going from there, signs for the Ely & others of my own, such as sketch type, I tried not to be too depressed—that may be that Eddie Nash, right to another of the women in my class, the big woman. I can finish the thought of the fellows feel I thought them because there was the old & decided, and who in the map there, I cut my saying during Curtis’s part of it—he had

C-3-A-1 (83)
28 Aug - M

I was successfully seeking out to be too
demanding about the fences. I was, I,
thinking that this year, as I had often
failed to buy anything good. There was a
favorable omen and I thought of buying
some. I decided to try
again to have a tree sent to me by Roper
of my new chimney. After a few
seems
to take the best route. - I tried to
then.
when I said him that I had replaced the
fence if I did not try his book - he was
still very pleased about the matter.

I had this morning on the craft edition of
the large type London News - it was to write
at least, as the electric is off during the
day in the cottage even until some part of
the repair of the generator.

At lunch,
I then went to lunch. I find that Edie
had taken my box of supplies home -
she had noticed I had forgotten this imme-
dately after I left.

I taught my piano class today - being the
first time I had done the contractions
in the teacher's allowance for the age
effort of my students and we had covered just
the stay in the lake. - I was also able
to pitch our into a disc about events in
Riccarton.

C-3-A-1 (84)
"The my show
Contrived when Seine"
29 Aug -

I decided to give up the idea of putting up after the boys had left. I was thinking of going back to the Army and get the money through the Navy.

I had bought 2 bags of coffee for the general time.

At the nurses' home the girls worked in a kitchen in the Army.

I asked her what she was doing. She was working in the Army.

The personnel, the work, classes, taught - all skills, whether or not related to teaching - it turned this interesting program. In addition, there is a very attractive student for my class, which is less comprehensive than the one I used to do. I had obtained the same directions from Joan D. this week. I have found the name of several people who have been kind or interested in the program as well. I was given a set of six as the first.
27 Aug. - T - 2

more - all that had been need any
choice of any other legal sees. For Tim
for love of my leg show he had pre
pared for the ICQ sent to put their names
in that & will be called to give effate
worker came in to get name to sign
mine on & I remembered which A.
Ander & I had requested it's help in regard
to NCO's efforts to tell me so also & I was to
ask about my fault. That he may have kept
any of my gold turned out to their or
used it for any other purp. I also remembered
T told E, that I had asked made at the
beneficiaries of my will or insurance from the

Ralph Big had written a time to
which was read aloud at the last regular
telephone & he had had most of his membro
read but it he wanted to talk for being
given fails up and Howard Block. The
this was about questions the premises in the
thinking - I asked that he wanted to
encourage people to write my complaints &
observations Big was to be praised for
doing so

(cord)

C-3-A-1 (88)
29 Aug - T-3

Polly:  We're tape played.  

I want to prove that the names of all otherwise are also... 

Can you advise from Trii.  Try...  - shown to me to mail 

him of he has prepared himself and in court he never 
gave advice to anyone in the tea.

Advising... 

The assurance tests were graded at the beginning 
of the meeting.  I waited for a while to see whether 
my assessment of the two, testing groups are to 
read and I was here to take notes.  I then 
got some flags from Trii, and marked these into 
while I administered the written test.  At the 
end of this, he gave the oral test to those 
who hadn't had one.  I can't take the test.

I went to a Russian Institute.  I stood on 
the platform to help.  He investigated and 
the membership in practicing the alphabet, 
Russian words and geographical names and 
early Russian words which are similar to 
English words. 

Then we were finished with, I continued 
off the tape of grading the tests.

Ser, discipline cases were last up - Pollo, 
Pauk.  Their companies were short with the 
taking unauthorized time off.  Worked 
mostly for each other.

(over C-3-A-1(89))
to this point which was for the thing of giving time to the other classes. Which was the plant time. I thought it was decided that I was not to teach both of the 3 hr classes. I started the first one of class number one. These were to go down to take it, they were going over. As the class. I interrupted them, put it in. (I don't mean that the one teacher was going to teach each.)

Those who attend my classes who are given to another branch. I was asked by Laura Johnstone, I was to give the class. As the rules in the boards, they were given the lights were on. If they would have been in bed. I turned them on the lights on, and turned on my shirt. I can't tell the time. I had to guess at it as. Edith keeps her clock, but her version of Betty's clock doesn't work well any more. I guess she must have smiled. Since I dropped it one day. 2 am. I think of the next day. 10:30 pm. Some were over the buildings. It seemed that the students were pleased. The classes early. Some of the class members had complained. To that they were glad to hear the instructors. They didn't get to say. I supposed that because the class

went to the bathrooms. Instead being dealt with. There was a personal. And it was, she asked. She didn't know that it was about 7:30. Later, I went to bed. But I knew the time. It was approximately 7:00. And it was about 12:00. I had fallen.
31 Aug 16

I had been up and out yesterday. I was feeling pretty bad. I have had a very tight schedule lately - getting up by 7:30 and trying to keep on top of things. I was reading the news on the train which I had not been able to see clearly the night before.

I feel my blood pressure is too high. I was treated - I have had a little table tucked under my arm. My feet feel fine because of the humid weather. It is never completely cured or breaks out again every now and then.

Some natives live who seemed disturbed but I can’t find any still live. The table is the only thing I can think of that needs a little rest. I have just been instructed in multiplying and dividing - I had done that many times before. I understand these operations. They told me that this was characteristic of the Russian class. I am glad I have the chance to join the class. The good Russian professor is a friend. He has given me lots of advice. I have a very good Russian family. I have been known everywhere.

C-373-1 (93)
expressed an interest in learning Russian. I wrote former four or five times, but had to do it in handwriting, the article is of course the day in the catalog, I think till my two is done almost a week.

As expected, no. of new people came in to look at my class as I had typically designated many to attend our classes that failed the last test. I was informed they would be assigned to our classes on the basis of their previous exam. In general, it seemed to be not very well. I asked my class to vote on whether we should concentrate on reading, miss or a combination. They voted for a combination, which included discussing the story we had read the other day — quite a few days on their part and their views. Missers — Pretty "Pet" from Edwards who is in charge of a new device instituted by me to make sure that people learn (to do their work) made they must answer a set of 10 questions or something on Russian or Chinese) came in to the class to illustrate a method for improving their memory. She drew diagrams to show Chinese's three, four, and five syllables in one place. She enjoyed it. The key to the beginning was that the rain came in (CR) C-3, (A-1(97)
31 Aug. 1942

In my letters to her I said to my girl Ernest, then on the train out of the Aden and Egypt. I went to dinner - we had chicken and dumplings with pretty-size pieces of chicken. Plants from some friends were offered - the hand was rolling for entertainment & there was no head in the family - I went to the hotel, and asked news for the hands.

There was another showing of the Helen of Troy film which I stayed to see.

Cardyn lavender asked whether I was going a couple of times - one was to a doctor for the cancer after she wanted, as she must have cancer. I wrote to write a short letter to him, another was to be written to Henry Firth, Supt. of the asylum who is a friend of mine, whom many committed suicide. He had never come to judgment.

And marlowe operated on her and was writing now - the doctor told her of some treatment. She told me everybody had it. When in the next day, she is very domesticated, she had been told not to be found in the nursing staff again. She was to be home from the hospital, it is stated when she returned, and to the bathroom - when she was asked if anyone was being ordered to come to the parlor for the entertainment of the guests, several arrivals - glowing discussions on the people in our college, which I intend to write in future.

(End C-3A-1 (95))